
Yellow report precision 
EWK, status and plans 

LHC EWWG summer meeting - 18rd December 2019

The LHC-EWWG Multiboson subgroup conveners
ATLAS: Kristin Lohwasser, Shu Li, Louis Helary

CMS: Chia-Ming Kuo, Pietro Vischia
Theory: Jonas Lindert, Céline Degrande



First public result!
-- Comparison of ATLAS and CMS VBS Monte Carlo (ssWW) 
-- Using official results
-- Results presented in July already: (link to slides)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/821220/contributions/3484888/attachments/1873093/3083067/ATLASCMS_VBScomparisons_July.pdf


Few updates: Added fiducial cross-sections
-- After cross-checking over the summer, found reason for low CMS cross-section: 

-- Un-intentional ‘skimming’ compromised scaling of events 



Update increased statistics → nicer distributions
● central conclusions do not change: 

○ Smaller jet multiplicity and more central third jets for dipole-recoil spectrum
○ CMS samples with more jets, but harder mjj 



Approved in ATLAS, Circulating in CMS
● 10 pages, 18 plots, “ATLAS+CMS Generator Level”
● PUB-Note on ATLAS side: analysis presented, then note circulated 3 days + 

comments from dedicated readers
● CMS side: presented + note circulated. 

○ Discussion ongoing on releasing it as a public DPS note
● Process a bit bumpy 

○ Where and how ‘published’? Format? 
○ Report number?  Can add additionally VBSCan 

Report Number due to collaboration? 

Further studies 
thinkable: ZZ VBS 
(different BDTs)

VBScan proposes joint 
study with LHC EW WG: 
Phys. Lett. B 774 (2017) 
682 and 
ATLAS-CONF-2019-033

https://indico.cern.ch/event/861136/


YR status: Still slowly ongoing/dragging
gitlab: https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-multiboson/Report2018

1. Measurements of Multibosons: current results and outlook
2. Predictions for Multibosons: state-of-the-art and best-practise
3. Predictions for Multibosons: MC/phenomenological studies
4. Fiducial cross-section and BSM 



1. Measurements of Multibosons: current results and outlook

What’s there

- WW (ATLAS, CMS, comparisons)
- WZ (CMS). Corinne Goy kindly picked up ATLAS side

- VBS ssWW (ATLAS, CMS)
- ZZ (ATLAS CMS) and ZZ VBS
- Tribosons (Wγγ WWγ, WZγ)

What’s in the making

- A few final states (Zγ, Wγ, VBS WZ)
- Phase space agreements
- Brief review of procedures and possible 

agreements 
- Use similar generators where possible? 

(but differences reported even with the same ones, 
see later slides)

- Systematics: particularly the ones 
connected with generators (some are treated 
differently across experiments) 

- Unfolding: publish useful material 
(response+correlation matrices, etc), describe 
well the procedures

How can I contribute?

- Text describing your analysis of a missing final state
- Common RIVET routine for your favourite process 

which lacks it

We will do a last call for contributors. In the 
worst case, we will pick up / write the pieces to 
finish the reports early next year (April?), 
including recommendations for Full-Run-2 / 
Run-3 and studies on the way there



3. Predictions for Multibosons: MC/phenomenological studies 

● NLO EW corrections are becoming ubiquitous (VV, VVV, VBS) and partly publically available (MATRIX)
● Although largely automated these are highly complex computations. 
● Although “NLO EW” unambiguously defined there can be subtle differences in the implementations, 

e.g. in the context of CMS (complex mass scheme). 
● More validation needed? E.g. for 

○ VVV? (1912.04117  vs. 1806.00307 revealed important differences) 
○ VBS? (should be in collaboration with VBScost)

● For VV in-detail validation within LH17:

(in qqx channels)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1912.04117
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1806.00307


4. Fiducial cross-section and BSM 

- Recommendation for how to treat DimO6 
SMEFT theory (Warsaw basis)

- Which operators interesting for which 
process? 
(survey using rough phase spaces)

- Use benchmark phase spaces? 

R. Gomez Ambrosio, 
K. Lohwasser

- C. Degrande



Some general news from VBScan

- VBSCost network 
https://vbscanaction.web.cern.ch/

- Organisation of schools and meetings 
2019/20:

PREFIT - Spring School (full)

BSM models in Vector Boson Scattering 
Processes
(Lisbon meeting: https://indico.cern.ch/event/846927/

Second In-person Meeting 
in the Third Grant Period
Helsinki meeting: https://indico.cern.ch/event/864506/

https://vbscanaction.web.cern.ch/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/846927/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/846927/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/846927/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/864506/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/864506/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/864506/


2019 VBSCAN-PUB-01-19 Sleptons without Hadrons https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.09937

VBSCAN-PUB-02-19 QCD and electroweak corrections to WZ scattering at the LHC
By Ansgar Denner, Stefan Dittmaier, Philipp Maierhöfer, Mathieu Pellen, Christopher Schwan.
arXiv:1904.00882 [hep-ph].

VBSCAN-PUB-03-19 Same-sign WW Scattering in the HEFT: Discoverability vs. EFT Validity
By P. Kozow, L. Merlo, S. Pokorski, M. Szleper
arXiv:1905.03354 [hep-ph]

VBSCAN-PUB-04-19 An event generator for same-sign W-boson scattering at the LHC including electroweak corrections
By Mauro Chiesa, Ansgar Denner, Jean-Nicolas Lang, Mathieu Pellen
arXiv:1906.01863 [hep-ph]

VBSCAN-PUB-07-19 Dynamical vector resonances from the EChL in VBS at the LHC: the WW case
By R.L. Delgado, C.Garcia-Garcia , M.J. Herrero
To be submitted soon.

VBSCAN-PUB-08-19 Exploring the scattering of vector bosons at LHCb
By Mathieu Pellen
arXiv:1908.06805 [hep-ph]

VBSCAN-PUB-09-19 Automated Predictions for Polarized Parton Scattering
By Diogo Buarque Franzosi, Olivier Mattelaer, Richard Ruiz and Sujay Shil
arXiv:1912.01725 [hep-ph]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.06805
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1912.01725


Summary

- Yellow Report: things are marching slower than expected. 

- Combinations: discussions should start/continue
- Simulators show differences, sometimes even when the setup should be equivalent

- VBS comparisons using RIVET show striking differences in ssWW
- Call for volunteers to check other processes in CMS/ATLAS/Theory comparison

- VBF processes could be equally interesting (mjj modelling) -> esp. b/c of BDT usage  ZZ -> 4l 
lineshape (difficult to get the contributions right, and similar issues as WW)

- The more people can provide comparison studies, the better we can understand what is going on!


